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Abstract—In this work, we study semi-supervised multi-label
node classification problem in attributed graphs. Classic solutions
to multi-label node classification follow two steps, first learn
node embedding and then build a node classifier on the learned
embedding. To improve the discriminating power of the node
embedding, we propose a novel collaborative graph walk, named
Multi-Label-Graph-Walk, to finely tune node representations
with the available label assignments in attributed graphs via
reinforcement learning. The proposed method formulates the
multi-label node classification task as simultaneous graph walks
conducted by multiple label-specific agents. Furthermore, policies
of the label-wise graph walks are learned in a cooperative
way to capture first the predictive relation between node labels
and structural attributes of graphs; and second, the correlation
among the multiple label-specific classification tasks. A com-
prehensive experimental study demonstrates that the proposed
method can achieve significantly better multi-label classification
performance than the state-of-the-art approaches and conduct
more efficient graph exploration.

Index Terms—Multi-label node classification, Semi-supervised
attributed graph embedding, Reinforcement learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Graph-structured data are frequently witnessed in many real-
world applications, such as social graphs and academic graphs.
In the graph structure, nodes represent entities (e.g., users in
social graphs and papers in citation graphs), whereas edges
linking two nodes denote the relationship between the entities
(e.g., user friendship and paper citation). Usually both nodes
and edges possess their own attributes. For example, a paper
node in citation graphs can present its title/abstract/keywords,
while an edge linking two papers has the context of how one
paper is cited in the other. The resultant attributed graphs
thus become hosts of rich knowledge about various real-world
physical process and applications. Plenty of research efforts
have been devoted on making comprehensive understanding
of attributed graphs [1]–[4].

In multi-label node classification, the goal is to assign
one or more labels to each node. For example, users of
social graphs are annotated with several tags profiling their
preferences in different domains. As well, one paper in citation
networks can be labeled with several research topics. Multi-
label node classification in attributed graphs is a challenging
problem on several aspects. First, each node is associated
simultaneously with more than one labels, and the label depen-
dency is difficult to capture in this complex structure. Multi-

label classification models considering the dependency among
labels always perform better than those treating each label
independently [5], [6]. However, the mixture of node/edge
attributes and graph structural information make the label
dependency difficult to capture. Second, labels are difficult to
obtain. Especially, the cost of labeling enough nodes becomes
prohibitively expensive as the scale of the networks increases.
Moreover, the well known crowd-sourcing issue in multi-
label learning makes it even more challenging to provide
enough trustable labels to conduct supervised learning for
multi-label classifiers. Therefore, semi-supervised multi-label
node classification becomes a highly demanding, while barely
explored technique, where an accurate classifier is trained with
a small portion of labeled nodes and plenty of unlabeled nodes.
We provide the formal definition of semi-supervised multi-
label node classification as follows:

Definition 1. Semi-supervised Node Classification: Given an at-
tributed graph G = {V,E, xv, xe}, where node set V contains a
small subset of labeled nodes Vl = < vi, yi >, 1 ≤ i ≤ |Vl| and
the remaining nodes Vu = V/Vl = < vj >, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Vu| are
unlabeled. xv and xe denote the attributes of nodes and edges in the
graph G, respectively. The goal is to infer the labels of the unlabeled
nodes Vu based on the available while limited node labels, the graph
content and structure information. Note that we focus on the multi-
label problem, where each node is associated with multiple labels
simultaneously, i.e., yi ∈ 2L, where L is the number of classes.

The most popular solutions to multi-label node classification
follow two steps: 1) learn node embeddings in an unsupervised
way [7]–[13]; 2) train a multi-label classifier on the learned
embeddings. In this process, learning of node embedding is
independent of the classification model training. The embed-
ding is thus not tuned for the predictive task. Few semi-
supervised multi-label classification models are built directly
with the original attributes of nodes (not with edges) [5], [6].
However, these models limit the incorporation of pairwise
label relevance via pre-computed metrics.

In this paper, we propose a Multi-Label-Graph-Walk
(MLGW) approach to address semi-supervised multi-label
node classification under the framework of reinforcement
learning, which aims at integrating information from both
labeled and unlabeled nodes into the learning process of
node embeddings in attributed graphs. The learned node
embeddings are used to conduct both transductive and induc-
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tive multi-label node classification. In the proposed MLGW
method, we assign an agent for each label and let each
label-specific agent walk across the graph and decide which
neighboring nodes to explore to win the game (maximizing
the classification gain). At each step, the action of each agent
moving to the next node is determined by a score network
considering the current node attributes, the attributes of the
neighboring edges and nodes, and the accumulated history of
the previous steps along the path. The resultant walk path
can be considered as the agent’s recurrent decisions on the
informative nodes associated with the target label.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We cast the problem of semi-supervised multi-label node

classification as simultaneous walks of multiple label-
specific agents over the attributed graphs. Learning of
walk policy for each agent is guided by not only the
available but limited class labels, but also the temporal re-
lations between visited nodes along the walk paths, which
encodes node and neighborhood attributes of labeled and
unlabeled nodes on the paths.

• We propose to formulate the graph walk as Partially-
Observed-Markov-Decision-Processes (POMDP) and
solve it within the framework of reinforcement learning.
The walk policies of each label-specific agent are learned
cooperatively to decide what neighborhood information
to aggregate and how to plan walk paths across the graph
in order to maximize the overall multi-label classification
gain. In this sense, the graph walks of different agents
are organized as a collaborative exploration over the
multi-label attributed graphs.

• Thanks to the learned label-specific policy functions, the
proposed model is applicable for both transductive and
inductive classification tasks. Extensive experiments on
real-world datasets illustrate that our proposed model
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. We also provide
case studies to demonstrate the meaningfulness of the
guided graph walk.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

A. Node classification by embeddings learned via unsuper-
vised methods

There are unsupervised graph embedding models learning
from plain network [7]–[9], and attributed network [11]–[13].
The learned embeddings are then given as inputs to multi-class
or multi-label classifiers. The advantage of the unsupervised
node embedding methods is that the learned node embedding
is universally applicable to different tasks (e.g., also for
community discovery and link prediction). The advantage is
also the disadvantage, because the node embedding is lack
of label information and not particularly tailored for the node
classification purpose.

B. Node classification by semi-supervised multi-label learning

There are semi-supervised multi-class graph embedding
models for attributed networks, e.g., Planetoid [3] GCN [2],
DGM [14], GraphSAGE [1], DGCN [15], GATs [16], LANE

[17]. The node embeddings are learned by incorporating the
multi-class label and node content. These models are designed
with the principle that different classes have no overlapping
nodes (completely disjoint). Therefore, they are not adoptable
to our problem in the multi-label setting.

To incorporate the label relationship in multi-label problem,
in [5], a label-to-label pairwise affinity matrix is used as a reg-
ularizer added to the likelihood function of a generative model
estimating the conditional probability of a class observation
given an instance. However, enforcing pairwise constraints
can be expensive, given a large number of labels. We do not
limit our model to pairwise relationships. In [6], a similar
pre-calculated correlation matrix is used in a regularization
framework to force the labels learned to be consistent with
the observed label correlation. In our proposed model, instead
of using a pre-defined label relationship, we let the agents to
learn the label relationships during the learning phase.

C. Reinforcement learning with graph-structured data

The use of reinforcement learning on graph-structured data
has found applications in different research fields. [18] pro-
posed a model to locate multi-hop relationships in knowledge
graphs. In the proposed method, an agent locates the informa-
tive paths linking entities by incrementally sampling a relation
to extend its path. [19] proposed an attention-based method for
learning multi-agent interactions with graph-structured data
by applying soft attention to learned agent pair interactions
matrix with the motivation of selecting information from
relevant agents. [20] applied multi-head attention to convo-
lutional operations of the agent graph to extract relationship
representation between nodes to learn multi-agent cooperation.
[21] proposed the use of a graph attention walk for multi-
class graph classification. However, none of these models is
designed for multi-label node classification.

D. Multi-task reinforcement learning

Asynchronous reinforcement learning has been introduced
to solve the problem of multi-task learning [22]–[28]. Most
of the previous works in this area originate from A3C [25],
where an actor is assigned as per task to sample task-specific
episodes and a central learner learns a joint policy from all
the sampled episodes. The main focus of these methods is
to address the bottleneck of large data throughout between
local actors and the learner, in order to achieve scalable
asynchronous policy exploration [26] and [27]. However, in
our study, generating trajectories with positive rewards over
the multi-label attributed networks becomes prohibitively ex-
pensive, given the increasingly large size of the networks.
Recently, a collaborative distributed policy learning method
is proposed in [28], named Distral. In this method, each
agent learns the task-specific policy locally. Furthermore, a
centralized policy is introduced as a global regularization term
to guide local policy learning: each local policy is constrained
to stay close to the centralized policy. The centralized policy
thus improves sampling efficiency of local policy update by
capturing and sharing the common knowledge with the local



agents. Nevertheless, Distral assumes that each agent has the
same state and action space. This assumption barely holds
in the studied graph walk problem, as historical contexts of
the walk and local neighborhoods along the walk path usually
vary a lot from one task-specific agent to another. In our work,
we borrow the spirit of Distral to organize collaborative and
efficient policy learning for multi-label node classification.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Overview of MLGW

As illustrated in Figure 1, in the proposed MLGW model,
each label-specific agent explores the attributed networks
simultaneously from a starting node. At each step t, each
agent Ai decides the next node to visit following its stochastic
policies. Consequently, the agents develop in parallel mul-
tiple paths and update the historical contexts of each walk
path recursively. The final historical context information is
then used to conduct simultaneous label-specific classification.
Such a graph walk process can be formulated as a partially
observable Markov decision process (POMDP). To tackle the
partial observation at each step, we integrate the walk depen-
dencies recursively on the previous steps and encode the walk
sequence by Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [29]. Therefore, the
policy (score) network takes inputs of the current observable
environment of the agent and all its past walk path context
over the graph. It produces a probabilistic confidence over each
node neighbor (potential next nodes to visit). Though the walks
are conducted in a label-wise manner, learning of the policies
of each agent is organized as a collaborative policy update
process, in order to exploit the underlying correlation between
label-specific graph walks. We introduce a centralized policy
bridging all the label-specific agents to organize collaborative
policy learning of each agent, as shown in Figure 2. With
this design, the policy of each agent is updated based on not
only the reward signals received from its walk path but also
the simultaneous walk experiences conducted by all the other
agents. The resultant policy function, thus by design, encodes
the correlation between the label-specific classification tasks.

B. Components of MLGW

Our proposed model consists of three networks for each
label specific agent Ai: the history network f ih(.; θh), the score
network f is(.; θs), and the classification network f ic(.; θc). In
Figure 1, our framework snippet for one label-specific agent
can be explained as follows: at each step t, a label-specific
agent Ai is located at node vt = v0. The history network
recursively updates the embedding of past context, where the
agent receives the historical context ht−1 to define its current
status and decide the next move. The decision of where to
move at step t is made upon the policy of Ai, which is
defined with the score network f is(.; θs), taking as input the
history ht−1, the current node attribute xtv , and the attributes
of the immediate edge and node neighbors {xte, xtn}. This
relevance score, ranging from 0 to 1, denotes the relevance
of node neighbors to the current node, with 1 signifying a
high relevant node neighbor. The choice of the next node to

visit is sampled in proportion to their relevance score produced
by the score network (see Equation 2). Besides, to incorporate
the current context, an immediate neighborhood information
ctn is formed by selectively aggregating the embeddings of
neighboring nodes xtn based on their relevance. The history
network f ih(.; θh) updates to get history ht as the summary
over the past walk path, given as input the previous history
ht−1, the current node attribute xtv , and the neighborhood
aggregation ctn. At step t + 1, the label agent moves to node
vt+1 and repeats the whole process. After limited walk steps,
the final history vector hT , summarizing the walk path of the
label agent is passed to the classification network f ic(.; θc) to
classify the starting node. For a label agent Ai, it performs a
binary classification for the label li (i.e., belongs to the class
or not). The classification process of a given node is described
in Algorithm 1.

The proposed MLGW model is also applicable in inductive
setting, where the walk policy is learned based on the nodes
available in the graph. Given a new node added to the graph,
multiple label agents initiate the walks from the new unlabeled
node guided by the learned policies based on their f is(.; θs)
and f ih(.; θh), and finally use f ic(.; θc) for classification.

Algorithm 1: Classify node v1 by agent Ai in MLGW
Initialization: Graph G, start node v1, history vector h0 (a

vector of zeros)
Result: label prediction for node v1

1 for t← 1· · ·T do
2 Obtain the embedding xtv of the current node vt; xte for

edges connected to vt; and xtn for neighboring nodes ;
3 Assign relevance value to each neighbor node

ϕt = f is(ht−1, x
t
v, x

t
e, x

t
n; θs);

4 Sample next node vt+1 from the output of the label
specific policy πi = Cat(.|ϕt) over the neighbors ;

5 Extract the relevant neighbor information ctn ;
6 update the history vector ht = f ih(ht−1, x

t
v, c

t
n; θh) ;

7 end
8 Obtain the label prediction of the starting node

yiv1 = f ic(hT ; θc)

1) Information Propagation: Walking over attributed net-
works is intrinsically a POMDP problem [30]. Observing only
attributes of the neighborhood of a given node is insufficient
to differentiate states of a given agent from one to another.
It is thus necessary to integrate recurrently the historical
information of the graph walk conducted by the agent as an
augmented state representation, in order to decide what action
to take. The history network computes a history vector ht over
time, which acts as a summary of the walk path. At step t,
the network updates the history vector based on the current
observation via ht = f ih(ht−1, x

t
v, c

t
n; θh), which has GRU at

its core and is formulated as:

zt = σg(W
z[xtv ++ ctn] + Uzht−1 + bz)

rt = σg(W
r[xtv ++ ctn] + Urht−1 + br)

h′t = σh′(W [xtv ++ ctn] + rt ◦ Uht−1 + b)

ht = zt ◦ h′t + (1− zt) ◦ ht−1, (1)
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Fig. 1: The proposed model. (a) a small attributed graph where the label-specific agent Ai is currently at node v0 and deciding the next
visit at time t + 1, thus vt = v0. In the left beginning of block (c), the score network f is(.; θs) takes as input the previous history ht−1,
the current node attribute xtv , and the attributes of the immediate node and edge neighbors xtn, xte. The choice at of the next node vt+1

to visit is sampled from the output of the each score network. Neighboring nodes xtn are selected and averaged to form the immediate
neighborhood aggregation ctn. The history network f ih(.; θt) takes as input the aggregated neighbor embedding ctn, the previous history ht−1,
and the current node embedding xtv; then outputs the current walk history ht, as shown in (b). At time t+1 when the label agent moves to
v1, the same process repeats to move the label agent to v4 at t+ 2, etc. After a number of steps, the final history vector summarizing the
information obtained from the graph walk is passed to the classification network f ic(.; θc) for classifying the starting node (i.e., deciding if
the node from where Ai started the walk belongs to label li).

where ◦ and ++ denote element-wise multiplication and vec-
tor concatenation respectively. The variable zt is the update
gate which determines the amount of past information to
overwrite, rt is the reset gate which decides the amount of
past information to compute a new memory content, h′t is the
current memory content, and ht is the output vector containing
information from the current unit and previous units. The
variables W and U are the weights; xtv is the node attribute of
the current node, ctn is the aggregated attribute of the relevant
current node neighbors, and bz, br, b are the bias vectors.

At the end of the walk (t = T ), the history network f ih(.; θh)
produces hT , the embedding of the full graph walk started
from the target node. To classify the target node, hT is given
to the classification network f ic(.; θc), modeled as a single-
layer neural network, to predict the class label.

2) Action: At each step, the label-specific agents make
decisions on which node to visit next. This choice is based on
the output of the score network ϕt = f is(ht−1, x

t
v, x

t
e, x

t
n; θs).

The output ϕt of the score network is a measure of relevance
of the neighboring nodes to the current node vt. The score
network f is(.; θs) is modeled using a single-layer perceptron
network with a sigmoid activation function. For better graph
exploration, the decision of the next node (vt+1) to explore
is made via a stochastic policy πi by sampling under the
categorical distribution πi = Cat(.|ϕt), after a normalization

of the score values:

πi = Cat(.|ϕt) = 1∑
vk
ϕtvk
× ϕtvk ; vk ∈ Nr(vt), (2)

where Nr(vt) is the set of nodes in the one-hop neighborhood
of the current node vt, and ϕtvk is the relevance score of vk.

In our work, we encourage each agent to select the target
of the move from the neighbors with the relevance score
greater than 0.5. The aggregation of neighboring information
is conducted as:

ctn =
∑
vk

xk × 1(ϕtvk − 0.5), (3)

where xk is the node attribute of node vk. The indicator
function 1(.) outputs 1 when positive and 0 otherwise.

3) Reward: We adopt a delayed reward mechanism. Each
label-specific agent receives a reward until it reaches to the
final classification step at the end of its walk. A label agent
receives a reward of rt = 1 at step T for a correct final node
classification and rt = −1 otherwise.

C. Collaborative Policy Learning with Centralized Policy
based Regularization

As unveiled in [31], the key to successful multi-label
classification is to capture the underlying correlation between
simultaneous label-specific classification tasks. Following this
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the agent communication framework on a
network with four possible labels. Learning of the centralized policy
depends on the historical contexts of the walk path, the embedding of
currently visited nodes, the embeddings of all the neighboring nodes
and edges from each label-specific agent and the local policy model
pi, as shown by Eq.6. The local policy update of each agent takes the
regularization enforced by the centralized policy as defined in Eq.5.

spirit, we impose a centralized policy as a global constraint
in the policy learning process of each agent. This design is
inspired by [28], which is designated to capture correlation
among task-specific knowledge. As we will discuss later in
this section, the centralized policy modifies the policy update
steps, so that policy learning of each label-specific agent is
conducted by considering policies of all the other agents. We
denote the label-specific policy as πi and the distilled policy
as πd. The joint policy learning objective gives as in Eq. (4):

J ({θni=1}, θd) =
∑
i

Eπi [
∑
t≥0

(γT−tri

− αγT−t log πi(a
i
t|si1:t, θi)

πd(ai1:t|si1:t, θi)
− βγT−t log πi(ait|si1:t, θi))],

(4)

where si1:t is the historical summary of the walk path con-
ducted by the agent of the label li following its policy πi. ait
denotes the walk decision (e.g., move to the next neighboring
nodes) taken by the agent of the label li at a given step t in the
interaction sequence. ri is the delayed reward that the agent i

receive at the end of each walk path. γ ∈ (0, 1] is a discount
factor to emphasize the decisions made near the classification.
T is the length of the walk path. α and β are weight parameters
determining the strengths of KL-divergence and entropy-
based regularization terms. {θi=1,2,...,L} and θd denotes the
parameters of the label-specific policy and the global distilled
policy function. On one hand, the KL-divergence term regu-
larizes the output of each πi towards the distilled policy πd.
On the other hand, the entropy regularization is employed to
encourage policy exploration and avoid to be trapped in local
optimum of policy exploration.

It is, however, non-trivial to optimize Eq. (4) directly with
respect to the joint distribution of all possible interaction
experiences. We thus adopt REINFORCE [32], a policy gra-
dient method, to address the optimization problem in Eq. (4).
Proposed initially to solve MDPs, policy gradient has also
been widely known as an attractive and scalable approach for
controlling POMDP [32]. We discretize the learning objective
with sampled interaction sequences and derive the gradient
with respect to the parameters θi and θd in each label-specific
policy function, given as follows:

∇θiJ =

1

N

N∑
m=1

T∑
t=1

∇θi log πi(a
i
m,t|θi, sim,1:T )

∑
u≥t

γT−uR̂i(a
i
m,u, s

i
m,1:u)


R̂i(a

i
m,u, s

i
m,1:u) = ri +

α̃

β̃
log πd(a

i
m,u|θd, sim,1:u)

− 1

β̃
log πi(a

i
m,u|θi, sim,1:u)

(5)

∇θdJ =
1

N

L∑
i=1

N∑
m=1

{

T∑
t=1

∇θd log πi(a
i
m,t|θi, sim,1:T )

∑
u≥t

γT−uR̂i(a
i
m,u, s

i
m,1:u)


+
α̃

β̃

T∑
t=1

γT−t(πi(a
i
m,t)− πd(aim,t))∇θd log πd(a

i
m,t|θd, sim,1:t)},

(6)

where α̃ = α
α+β and β̃ = 1

α+β . R̂i(aim,u, s
i
m,1:u) is the

regularizer on the reward received by the label-specific agent.
N is the number of the sampled sequences by each agent.
As we can find, the update of the global distilled policy
matches the probabilities under the task policy πi and under
the distilled policy πd. The KL-divergence based regularizor
forces the global policy to be the centroid of all label-specific
policies, which helps transfer knowledge about policies of
graph walk across different label-specific agents. It is worth
noting that the centralized policy πd only serves as a global
regularization in the policy gradient. Nevertheless, it does not
prevent from incorporating the output from both label-specific
policies and the centralized policy together to decide the walk
path. Though there is no theoretical preference over either
way of using πd organizing graph walk, we will evaluate and



compare empirically the performances of both strategies in
Section IV-C.

For the classification network, we use a Hybrid supervised
loss [33]: we train the classification network f ic(.; θc) for
each label. We use the cross-entropy based loss function
to maximizes the conditional likelihood of the true label
log πi(li|s1:T ; θc), given the observations from the trajectory
of graph walk s1:T , where li is the given true label.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets

The datasets used in our experiments are multi-labeled
datasets extracted from the DBLP and Delve databases. The
DBLP (four area) dataset [34] is a multi-label citation dataset.
We construct a co-authorship graph where each node repre-
sents an author, and the edge signifies a co-authorship. The
label set is the research areas: database (DB - ID = 0), data
mining (DM - ID = 1), artificial intelligence (AI - ID = 2) and
information retrieval (IR - ID = 3). The node attributes are the
concatenated titles of the papers published by the author. The
DBLP dataset has no edge attribute. We describe how we deal
with missing edge attributes in section IV-B.

The Delve dataset1 is a multi-label citation dataset where
each node represents a paper, and the edges show the cita-
tion relationship between papers. The Delve dataset label set
consists of 20 predefined topics in machine learning and data-
mining (see Table V). The node attributes are the title and
abstract (when available) of the papers, and the edge attributes
are the citation contexts, i.e., the sentences encompassing the
citations. We evaluate on two versions of the dataset: Delve-
M [14], and Delve-R (extended to include more papers). We
show the dataset statistics in Table I.

TABLE I: Statistics of datasets used in evaluations, showing the
number of nodes |V |, number of edges |E|, number of labels |L|,
number of labeled nodes |V L|, and averge label cardinality Ĉ.

| V | | E | | L | | V L | Ĉ
DBLP 28,702 68,335 4 28,702 1.18
Delve-M 1,229,280 4,322,275 20 3,686 1.25
Delve-R 1,229,280 4,322,275 20 131,991 1.2

B. Comparison methods and experimental setup

To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, we
compare it against several state-of-the-art multi-label classi-
fication methods. To avoid unfair comparison due to faulty
implementation, we evaluate against methods available using
the scikit-multilearn library or from author provided codes.
The baseline methods can be split into two groups:

a) Unsupervised embedding + multi-label classifier: We
generate embedding using several unsupervised methods for
attributed and unattributed graphs (i.e., Deepwalk, Doc2vec,
TADW). However, due to space constraints, we report results
on using Node2vec and LSI to capture the graph structure
and text information as it achieved the best results. The

1Extracted from http://delve.kaust.edu.sa

concatenation of resultant embedding vectors are then used
as input for several multi-learning classification methods:
• SVM2 extended by strategies including binary relevance

(BR), label powerset (LP), classifier chain (CC), and
RakelD (Rk) [35], [36];

• MLkNN, a k-nn adaptation for multi-label tasks [37];
• Graph factorization (GF) [38];
• ART classifier (MARM) [39].

b) Graph-based Multi-label method: We compare
against several variants of the supervised GraphSAGE method
[1], an inductive method for multi-label node classification.
Note that our proposed method works in both transductive
and inductive settings. Semi-supervised models such as GCN,
Planetoid, and GAT are not considered as baselines because
they are designed for multi-class, not for multi-label problems.

When the abstract is available, a paper (node) attribute
is given as a concatenation of both the title and abstract
else only the title is used. Each citation relationship (edge)
attribute is given as the concatenation of all its citation contexts
(i.e., sentences where the reference is mentioned in the citing
paper). The paper and citation attributes are then converted
to a vector by applying the latent semantic analysis (LSI)
method on the document-term matrix features, resulting in
300-dimension features vectors. We complete the missing
citation attributes with zero vectors and assume no missing
paper attribute. In all the experiments, the attribute vector is
normalized to unit norm.

For our proposed model, we performed a grid search over
the walk length T = {5, 10, 20, 40} and the number of
walks per node M = {1, 3, 5} (since we train the whole
model in parallel end-to-end, we are limited in the number
of walks per node due to GPU memory constraints). For each
neural network based model, we performed a grid search over
the learning rate lr = {1e−2, 5e−2, 1e−3, 5e−4, 1e−4} and
hidden layer dimension d = {32, 64, 128}. We performed
the parameter grid search by training on the DBLP dataset
using 20% labeled samples. The best parameters per model
from the grid search are then used in all experiments. We
used the default parameters for the SVM strategies, Graph
factorization, and ART classifier. For the MLkNN method,
we set k = 3 from a grid search on k = {1, 3, 5, 7}. The
GraphSAGE models are trained for 40 epochs with a parameter
set of (d = 128, lr = 1e−2). Our proposed method is trained
for 20 epochs with a parameter set of (d = 128, T = 10, lr =
1e−2,M = 3, γ = 0.9, α = 1, β = 0.1). All reported results
are obtained from 5-fold cross-validation using a stratified
iterative splitting algorithm [40] to ensure the availability of all
labels in each fold. We report the results obtained by training
on 1-fold and test on 4 folds (Tr-1), as well as training 4
folds and testing on 1-fold (Tr-4). The experiments reported in
this paper are performed on a Linux system with an NVIDIA
GTX1080Ti GPU. Our model implementation3 was conducted

2SVM is selected because it outperforms logistic regression on all our
evaluation cases.

3https://github.com/Uchman21/MLGW



TABLE II: Evaluation results on the DBLP dataset.

DBLP
Tr-1 Tr-4

precision Recall F1 precision Recall F1
macro micro macro micro macro micro macro micro macro micro macro micro

BR 79.9 81.1 70.0 72.4 74.5 76.5 82.7 83.7 70.7 73.2 76.0 78.1
LP 77.7 79.1 70.5 73.4 73.7 76.1 81.7 82.6 71.9 74.9 76.2 78.5
CC 76.8 77.8 7.02 74.5 74.2 76.1 79.4 80.1 73.6 76.3 76.2 78.2
Rk 77.7 79.1 70.5 73.4 73.7 76.1 81.7 82.6 71.9 74.9 76.2 78.5
MLKNN 68.3 70.7 60.7 63.5 64.2 66.9 80.7 82.0 75.8 77.3 78.1 79.6
MARM 55.6 52.1 55.8 62.8 48.2 56.9 62.7 58.2 65.6 69.7 58.1 63.4
GF 70.7 73.0 62.4 65.5 66.1 69.0 82.7 83.8 76.7 78.4 79.6 81.0
GraphSAGE mean 73.7 75.9 73.5 75.1 73.5 75.5 83.9 85.1 84.5 85.6 84.1 85.3
GraphSAGE GCN 78.3 79.8 65.6 67.5 71.2 73.1 82.1 83.7 80.2 81.7 81.1 82.7
GraphSAGE maxpool 76.8 78.6 71.6 73.3 74.1 75.8 84.4 85.8 85.6 86.6 85.0 86.2
GraphSAGE meanpool 72.2 74.4 73.4 74.4 72.4 74.4 83.6 85.0 85.3 86.3 84.4 85.6
GraphSAGE LSTM 70.5 73.2 73.8 75.4 71.9 74.3 84.0 85.3 84.5 85.6 84.2 85.4
MLGW-I TRANS 80.4 81.7 74.0 76.2 76.8 78.8 87.1 87.9 83.8 85.3 85.4 86.6
MLGW-I IND 80.4 81.5 73.9 76.3 76.7 78.8 87.0 88.0 83.6 85.0 85.2 86.5
MLGW-REG TRANS 81.0 82.5 74.4 76.7 77.4 79.5 88.4 89.2 86.4 87.6 87.3 88.4
MLGW-REG IND 81.0 82.4 74.5 76.9 77.4 79.6 88.2 89.1 86.3 87.5 87.2 88.3
MLGW-REG+ TRANS 78.6 80.0 73.3 74.9 75.8 77.4 89.5 90.3 87.5 88.5 88.5 89.4
MLGW-REG+ IND 79.0 80.3 72.5 74.3 75.4 77.2 89.9 90.7 87.2 88.2 88.5 89.4

TABLE III: Evaluation results on the Delve-M database

Delve-M
Tr-1 Tr-4

precision Recall F1 precision Recall F1
macro micro macro micro macro micro macro micro macro micro macro micro

BR 57.9 64.0 36.2 48.7 42.5 55.3 63.8 68.2 46.9 56.2 53.0 61.6
LP 47.0 55.6 36.5 48.8 40.1 52.0 53.0 60.9 42.0 53.8 45.7 57.1
CC 57.9 62 37.3 49.7 42.9 55.2 60.8 66.3 48.7 58.2 53.3 62.0
Rk 47.0 55.6 36.5 48.8 40.1 52.0 53.0 60.9 42.0 53.8 45.7 57.1
MLKNN 50.4 59.9 28.1 39.3 33.4 47.4 58.3 62.3 34.1 42.9 40.9 50.8
MARM 7.2 17.5 17.3 38.1 7.2 23.3 9.1 22.6 13.9 32.7 8.3 26.0
GF 49.4 60.0 28.0 39.3 33.3 47.4 58.4 62.4 34.2 43.0 41.0 50.9
GraphSAGE mean 5.4 14.2 7.5 26.9 4.1 18.3 14.1 26.4 29.0 55.9 16.2 35.6
GraphSAGE GCN 5.6 14.1 7.7 27.9 4.6 18.4 9.3 20.3 28.3 64.8 12.1 30.9
GraphSAGE maxpool 2.6 7.9 6.4 36.3 2.1 11.1 1.5 3.9 6.3 54.3 1.7 6.7
GraphSAGE meanpool 3.9 12.7 6.1 27.1 2.0 15.5 0.8 1.6 6.6 53.8 1.3 3.2
GraphSAGE LSTM 1.5 2.5 5.1 25 1.2 3.9 2.9 8.3 9.9 65.5 3.8 14.5
MLGW-I TRANS 63.8 71.1 42.5 56.1 49.1 62.6 63.7 69.0 55.4 64.7 58.1 66.8
MLGW-I IND 63.9 71.2 42.4 55.9 49.0 62.6 63.3 69.2 55.3 64.9 58.0 67.0
MLGW-REG TRANS 62.6 70.6 43.5 56.2 49.7 62.5 63.5 68.2 55.7 65.3 58.4 66.7
MLGW-REG IND 62.3 70.4 43.6 56.3 49.7 62.5 63.8 68.3 55.9 65.4 58.6 66.8
MLGW-REG+ TRANS 66.2 71.0 43.2 56.3 50.1 62.7 64.5 68.9 55.6 65.2 58.6 67.0
MLGW-REG+ IND 66.3 71.3 43.2 56.0 50.1 62.7 64.7 69.0 56.1 65.7 59.0 67.3

TABLE IV: Evaluation results on the Delve-R dataset

Delve-R
Tr-1 Tr-4

precision Recall F1 precision Recall F1
macro micro macro micro macro micro macro micro macro micro macro micro

BR 80.9 87.8 66.5 76.6 72.5 81.8 83.9 89.5 67.8 77.4 74.1 83.0
LP 75.1 83.3 64.2 75.0 69.0 78.9 80.4 87.0 67.5 77.4 73.0 81.9
CC 78.8 86.3 68.5 78.0 72.9 81.9 81.6 88.2 70.5 79.1 74.9 83.4
Rk 75.1 83.3 64.2 75.0 69.0 78.9 80.4 87.0 67.5 77.4 73.0 81.9
MLKNN 65.6 74.0 46.2 58.1 53.2 65.1 - - - - - -
MARM 9.4 22.7 5.3 19 2.4 20.7 13.4 23.4 5.7 19.9 3.0 21.5
GF 65.7 74.1 46.3 58.2 53.3 65.2 67.5 75.4 50.9 62.1 57.4 68.1
GraphSAGE mean 59.6 72.0 74.6 81.3 65.2 76.4 68.6 78.3 74.7 81.9 71.3 80.1
GraphSAGE GCN 51.3 62.6 66.5 75.4 57.3 68.4 56.5 66.8 69.8 78.2 62.0 72.1
GraphSAGE maxpool 60.0 72.0 77.0 83.4 66.4 77.3 70.2 79.3 74.9 82.4 72.3 80.8
GraphSAGE meanpool 59.4 71.2 76.4 82.9 65.9 76.6 69.2 78.6 75.1 82.6 71.9 80.5
GraphSAGE LSTM 58.1 69.9 75.4 82.4 64.9 75.6 67.1 77.1 74.2 81.3 70.1 79.1
MLGW-I TRANS 78.0 85.5 75.0 84.3 76.0 84.9 80.8 87.0 78.5 86.6 79.4 86.8
MLGW-I IND 78.0 85.5 74.9 84.3 76.0 84.9 80.7 86.9 78.9 86.7 79.6 86.8
MLGW-REG TRANS 78.5 85.9 74.9 84.1 76.2 85.0 80.0 85.9 74.6 83.0 76.9 84.4
MLGW-REG IND 78.3 85.6 74.9 84.2 76.2 84.9 80.0 85.9 74.4 82.9 76.8 84.3
MLGW-REG+ TRANS 77.9 85.6 74.8 84.2 75.9 84.9 81.0 87.1 78.4 86.6 79.4 86.9
MLGW-REG+ IND 78.2 85.7 74.4 84.1 75.8 84.9 81.0 87.1 78.4 86.6 79.4 86.9



Fig. 3: The average number of labels per visited node by each label
agent during the graph walk

by Python using the Tensorflow library.

C. Node Classification Results and Analysis

We show the performance of our proposed method against
several baseline methods in Tables II, III, and IV. The empty
entries in Table IV denote unavailable results due to scalability
issues. Our model outperforms the baseline methods on all
datasets. We also evaluate several variants of our model in both
inductive (IND) and transductive (TRANS) setting to evaluate
its advantage on different aspects:
• MLGW independent walks (MLGW-I): In this variant,

we let the agents make independent walks on the graph
without a global policy regularization. Thus, no informa-
tion sharing among the agents.

• MLGW for regularization (MLGW-REG): This variant
uses the global policy for regularization in the cost
function, but makes decisions on which node to move
using the local policy output.

• MLGW for regularization and decision (MLGW-REG+):
This variant uses the global policy for regularization in
the cost function and also for the decisions in the graph
walk. That is, the joint policy used in deciding the next
node to visit for agent Ai is πjointi = πiπd.

We made several interesting observations from the result
of the experiments. First, the introduction of a global policy
improved the predictive performance in our datasets. However,
the improvement is only marginal compared to our proposed
independent walk variant. We analyze the results obtained and
attribute the marginal improvement to the nature of our graph
datasets. In our datasets, a node can have more than one label.
Hence, during the graph walk, the label agents can capture
the label dependencies even in the independent graph walk
setting due to the exploration of nodes with multiple labels. In
Figure 4, we observe that in walking with or without a global
policy, the agent can discover and explore similar neighboring
nodes as it is trained to explore relevant nodes to improve the
classification task. However, in a graph-structured data with
multi-labeled nodes, there could be several paths with relevant
nodes. To better capture the label inter-dependencies, walks

TABLE V: Delve Label-ID Mapping

Label ID Label ID
Information retrieval 0 NLP 1
Clustering 2 Optimization methods 3
Bioinformatics 4 Computer vision 5
Security and privacy 6 Time series 7
Graph mining & social network 8 Supervised learning 9
Feature selection & extraction 10 Rule learning 11
Semisupervised & active learning 12 Agent systems (AI) 13
Recommendation 14 Unsupervised learning 15
Dimensionality reduction 16 Neural networks 17
Online learning 18 Multi-label classification 19

with global policy tend to favor the exploration of nodes with
multiple labels.

This phenomenon can be observed in Figure 4 as well as
in Figure 3. In Figure 3, we show the average number of
labels per node visited during the graph walk of the label
agents trained on the Delve-M dataset with and without the
global policy. It can be observed that overall, the label agents
trained with the inclusion of the global policy tend to explore
nodes with a higher number of labels. This observation shows
that the global policy encourages the exploration of nodes
that will further capture the inter-dependencies between the
labels. For instance, observing a node with more than one
label gives more information about the label relationships than
observing a node with a single label. The label agents for
“Feature selection & extraction”, “Unsupervised learning”,
and “Dimensionality reduction” explored nodes with higher
number of labels. This observation is logical as these three
topics are often studied with several other topics, and thus,
the nodes explored tend to have more than one label.

Tables II III, and IV also show the comparison of induc-
tive MLGW. In the inductive setting, the testing nodes are
removed from the training graph and thus are not seen during
training. The optimal policy learned by agents for the graph
walk during training will be generalized to unseen nodes.
During testing, the previously unseen nodes are then added
to the graph. The agents (guided by the learned policy), start
walks from the added new nodes to learn their embedding
and predict their labels. We compare against the supervised
variants of GraphSAGE that do not use the unlabeled and test
nodes during training. The superior performance of MLGW
shows that walks starting from the new nodes guided by the
learned policy aggregated the most useful information for the
classification purpose.

D. Trajectory Analysis

To understand the decision process, we analyze the trajec-
tories learned by the agents assigned to each label. To this
end, we trained our model using the full DBLP dataset. For
each label (agent), we extract all trajectories starting at papers
belonging to the given label. We then analyze the labels of the
nodes traversed in each trajectory set. The motivation behind
this evaluation is to understand how the label agents determine
what nodes to visit for accumulating information for predicting
the label of the starting node. Figure 4 shows the trajectories of



(a) Independent walks (b) Walk with global policy

Fig. 4: Subgraphs showing trajectories of two label agents (for label 0 and 1) using the same settings starting from the yellow node, with
labels {0, 1, 2, 3} and terminating at the nodes with the stick figures. The black trajectory is of the label agent 1, and the blue trajectory is
of label agent 0. Both explore nodes with labels that belong to the starting node, indicated in green color. Label IDs are shown in the DBLP
dataset description (see section IV-A).
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Fig. 5: A heatmap whose d-th column demonstrates the label distribu-
tion of nodes visited by the MLGW-REG+ label agent d starting from
nodes with label d. The visiting frequency rate is shown in color. A
brighter color indicates more frequent visits. It is worth mentioning
that agents have no information about any label when walking, neither
the label of starting node nor the label on neighboring nodes

two label agents with the same settings. We see that the agents
can make a guided walk visiting mostly nodes with the same
label as the starting node (shown in green). Figure 5 shows a
heatmap. The d-th column of the heatmap demonstrates, what
types of nodes the agent visited after starting from nodes with
d-th label. We report the result observed on our trained model
using the full Delve-M dataset. With the listed topic IDs in
Table V, we can see in column with ID=2 (clustering), the
brightest unit corresponds to ID=15 (unsupervised learning).
In column with ID=10 (feature selection), the brightest unit
corresponds to ID=16 (dimensionality reduction). Interesting
observations from this figure verify that agents move to nodes

Fig. 6: Impact of the walk length on the predictive performance and
time cost

that can help in predicting the labels of the starting nodes. By
moving on the attributed network, agents finally learned the
intrinsic label relationship among labels.

E. Parameter study

We study the impact of the walk length T =
{2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40} on the performance of the model. We
train the model on the DBLP dataset with 20% training
samples and 80% testing samples. In Figure 6, it can be
observed that the model already performs well after ten steps.
However, walking with more steps results in higher time cost.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce MLGW, a reinforcement learn-
ing based semi-supervised node classification method, for
multi-labeled graphs with node and edge attributes. We pose
the classification task in partially observed Markov decision
processes of multiple label-specific agents. The classification
procedure consists of simultaneous recurrent walks conducted
by the label-specific agents across the attributed graph. The



learning procedure of the policies of each agent is conducted
via on-policy reinforcement learning, in order to estimate the
parameters of the policy functions maximizing the expected
overall classification performances. Furthermore, we introduce
a centralized policy to capture common behaviors among the
label-wise graph walk agents. The centralized policy serves
as a global regularization to organize collaborative policy
update of each agent. Thanks to the algorithmic design, we
incorporate i) the predicative relation between the structural
attributes of the graph and labels and ii) the correlation
between label-wise classification tasks in the proposed MLGW
model. They are the two main pillars of a successful multi-
label classification algorithm. Therefore, in contrast with other
state-of-the-art approaches, we witness significantly higher
classification accuracy and better graph exploration produced
by our method in the comprehensive comparative study.

From the encouraging results of the MLGW model, there
are several new directions for future work. One interesting
direction would be to let the model decide when to terminate
the walk, thereby eliminating the need for a fixed walk length
T . Finally, we would want to make the model more efficient
by reducing the number of computations (i.e., complexity).
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